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Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data Chief among them is George Bornstein, who as general editor of the series in which this book appears, gave enthusiastic support throughout the entire process. Peter Shillingsburg gave a crucial, thorough reading of a "‹nal" draft, and his insightful commentary guided me through revisions that made this a much better book than it was. LeAnn Fields, my editor at the University of Michigan Press, was also instrumental in helping me shape this volume into a sharper and yet (I hope) more pleasurable reading experience. Since 1996, I have also pro‹ted enormously from the critiques and conversations of various members of the Society for Textual Scholarship, especially Robin Schulze, who read several chapters closely and critically, as well as Hans Walter Gabler, D. C. Greetham, Donald Reiman, Martha Nell Smith, and Marta Werner. I have also enjoyed helpful feedback from various scholars and colleagues: G. Thomas Couser, Wyn Kelley, John Klause, Steven Olsen-Smith, Geoffrey Sanborn, Haskell Springer, John Unsworth, Paula Uruburu, Shari Zimmerman, and in particular Lee Zimmerman, whose wellargued doubts about the critical relevance of textual ›uidity have forced me to sharpen my arguments to his satisfaction, almost.
Let me also thank my graduate and undergraduate students at Hofstra University whose excitements and bewilderments over innumerable textual ›uidities brought up in various classes (one entitled "The Fluid Text") and in their papers have helped me immeasurably in gauging the limits and potentials of ›uid text discourse, analysis, and editing. A "‹nal" draft of this book was achieved during a 1998 sabbatical leave provided by Hofstra University, whose Provost, Herman Berliner, and Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Bernard J. Firestone, have given constant encouragement. But, of course, the greatest grant-giver in this project and my life is my wife, Virginia Blanford. During this sabbatical our good friend Linda Spungen died, leaving us her newly adopted child Liana Meiling, now our adopted daughter. Things change. This book about reading and editing revision is suffused with the memory of our friend.
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